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Abstract: Modern industrial, household and other equipment include sophisticated power
mechanisms and complicated control solutions that require tighter human–machine–human
interactions to form the structures known as cyber–physical–human systems. Their significant
parts are human–machine command links and machine–human feedbacks. Such systems are found in
medicine, e.g., in orthopedics, where they are important for the operation and functional abilities of
orthopedic devices—wheelchair, prosthesis, rehabilitation units, etc. The mentioned feedbacks may be
implemented based on the haptic perceptions that requires vibration actuators. In orthopedics, such
actuators can be used also for diagnostic purposes. This research brings forward the idea of the use of
3D printing in conjunction with high quality permanent magnets. This allows for the achievement of
better efficiency, smaller size, and the developing of actuators individually for particular circumstances.
The obtained simulation, experimental data, and data about 3D manufacturing generally confirm the
above hypothesis. In particular, the stiffness coefficient of the actuator’s membrane and attached
mass, which can be changed easily during 3D printing, affects the frequency of maximal power output.
Secondly, the 3D manufacturing process is quick, tunable and rather cheap. Finally, an elaboration of
the design of the actuator that allows for the real-time modification of stiffness and mass in a program
way is planned for future works.
Keywords: electrical circuits; haptics; pseudo-bionic feedback; diagnostics; prosthetic; wheelchair

1. Introduction
Nowadays, the interactions of more and more sophisticated power mechanisms, rapidly
developing control solutions, and human beings through advanced communications has become
incredibly tight, forming structures known as cyber–physical–human systems [1], which are kinds of
cyber–physical systems—the systems which link physical and computer world [2]. Quite a lot of such
examples can be mentioned. For example, [3] describes an dangerous for a work environment where a
telepresence system is used to control a robot submarine in order to study the shelf of the Arctic Ocean.
In turn, [4] presents an application with a harmful environment which describes the experience of
using various telepresence systems in the nuclear industry. One more example of such systems [5]
is operations in conditions of obstructed visibility, e.g., telepresence systems for underwater vehicle
control. In this example, the data, acquired from the system, assisted the forming of augmented reality
in order to avoid objects collisions. Alternatively, telepresence allows for the magnification of motion
or torque amplitude, like it is done in [6] for the purpose of assembling of complex heavy mechanisms.
Finally, an example, opposite to the previous ones, has to be mentioned [7]: In this example, telepresence
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In this example, telepresence allows for the making of very accurate micro-movements—
manipulative methods that reduce such side effects such as hand tremors and erroneous sudden
allows for the making of very accurate micro-movements— manipulative methods that reduce such
movements—for microsurgery.
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The considerations mentioned above suggest the conclusion that, nowadays, a pseudo-bionic
human–machine–human interaction is most realistically usable in various areas. In turn, pseudo-bionic
feedback is a significant part of this interaction and may be implemented based on the haptic
perceptions sense.
1.2. Typical Use of Vibrations in Techncial Diagnistics
Vibrations are also widely used in the field of electrical and mechanical engineering to detect and
identify various hardware problems. Since vibrations are the result of macro and micro movements,
their measurements provides a quite informative “fingerprint” of an object or process.
When vibrations are measured in different points of an object, they characterize the object itself [9].
Firstly, regarding rotation machines: Independently of the physical nature of these machines, they
have bearings that undergo mechanical stress. Any defects in the bearings lead to the specific vibration
pattern of the machine [10,11]. In addition, any fault in the power scheme leads to the change of the
vibration pattern. For example, an analysis of the vibrations of an induction machine allows for the
detection of broken rotor bars [12,13], as well as rotor and stator wire insulation defects [14]. The power
scheme may be non-electrical. For instance, [15,16] discuss the opportunities of vibration diagnostics
of blades in steam and gas turbines.
The above considerations must be given to things other than rotational machines. Other kinds
of movement may be analyzed too. For example, analyze the audibly detectable vibrations of an
on-load tap changer which followed linear movements [17]. Analyze the vibrations of a power
transformer which did not include explicit moving parts but produced vibrations directly due to a
strong electromagnetic field [18].
When distributing through a medium, a vibration changes its characteristics. Therefore, the
measurements and comparison of vibrations in different points help to find and identify the parameters
of a medium, the vibration impacts on the structure of an airplane [19], wing, a method to get the
velocity and location information of rail vehicles based on the analysis of onboard vibrations [20].
The vibration actuators considered in this paper are primarily intended for the diagnosis of
the technical health of prosthetic implants—metal rods fixed in a bone for the further fastening of
prosthesis. They can be simultaneously applied to implement the human–machine–human interaction
of a prosthesis.
1.3. Cells and Kinds of Haptic Perception
The cells of human body, responsible for haptic perception, are briefly described in Table 1. Each
kind of these cells is characterized by adaptation speed (slow or rapid), as well as by an area in cells that
is capable of receiving information. This sensitive area that is associated with particular sensitive cells
is known as the mechanoreceptor. It can be seen that smaller mechanoreceptors provide perceptions
that are more exact. In turn, a faster adaptation speed provides a better sensitivity. As a result [21], the
Meissner and Pacinian corpuscles can be regarded as cells sensitive to vibrations, while the Merkel
disk and Ruffini endings allow for the perception of static or rather slow phenomena: Pressure, texture
(shape), temperature, etc.
Table 1. Cells sensitive to haptic stimulus.
Cell (Mechanoreceptor)

Adaptation

Perception Area

Sensitivity

f (Hz)

Sensitive to

Merkel disk (SA-I)
Ruffini endings (SA-II)
Meissner corpuscle (RA-I)
Pacinian corpuscle (RA-II)

Slow
Slow
Rapid
Rapid

Small
Large
Small
Large

Distinct
Diffuse
Distinct
Diffuse

0–50
0–20
10–50
40–1000

Texture/pressure
Texture/pressure
Vibration
Vibration

It is possible to say that human beings are most sensitive to the vibration kind of haptic perception,
because vibration-sensitive cells are located in different parts of human body. The most sensitive is,
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of course, skin. However, the cells that can sense vibrations are also located around bones, which
makes it possible to use vibrations in prosthesis. In the most occasions, it is possible to train each
particular person to perceive, recognize and interpret information coming through vibrations. However,
the successful implementation of this approach requires the individualization of the corresponding
vibration actuators to the sensitivity range of particular persons.
1.4. Prospective Use of Vibrations in Orthopedic Human–Machine–Human Interaction and Techncial
Diagnistics of Prosthetic Implants
Vibration signals are used to inform patients about situations when it is necessary to do corrective
activities with rehabilitation devices or patient’s body; posture change, the danger of losing balance,
and the approach of a dangerous obstacle are all examples of such activities.
Devices, which provide a human body with adequate vibration signals through direct skin contact
are known as vibration actuators. These devices are inbuilt in rehabilitation devices in construction
points where they have direct contact with skin. This feature does not depend on the type of the
device. The contact also could be provided by inbuilt actuators in cuffs, belts, etc. Direct contact with
a patient’s skin allow for the use of one kind of actuator. However, skin contact requires a definite
pressure. Therefore, constructive solutions are necessary to make sure pressure is provided.
1.5. Advantages and Disadvantages of Direct Contact (Exposure) Inbuilt Haptic Vibration Actuators
A direct contact actuator is a vibration generator which transfers vibration directly to a patient’s
skin in order to secure haptic vibration feedback. Vibration actuators are produced in series, and they
have appropriate inward and outward parameters. That is their main advantage. Actuators provide
an earlier determined vibration signal. However, it is necessary to create several conditions in order to
make an actuator function:
An actuator’s active part requires a definite recommended contact pressure to the human body.
If an actuator’s pressure is too big, a patient’s skin works like a vibration damper and dampers the
vibration. If an actuator’s pressure strength is not strong enough, a patient’s skin does not get the
necessary stimulation, and vibrations are damped inside the actuator’s construction.
It is possible to secure physical contact with the patient’s skin by building an actuator into
rehabilitation device construction or by making an additional cuff, belt, or other fixator on the patient’s
body. It can turn a construction into a too complicated one. If an actuator is separately fixed on a body,
it is necessary to provide its connection with a power block and operating elements. If an in-built
actuator is fixed to one’s body it is possible to change the cyclic contact pressure for rehabilitation
devices during their time of use (e.g., walking), which changes the activity of the actuator. That can
favor its wearing-out.
Several examples of using direct actuators are known. Vibration elements are installed in
orthopedic insoles in order to send a signal in case if the asymmetry of walking increases after one
has suffered from a stroke. A patient receives a vibration signal if the walk asymmetry increases,
and that stimulates the patient to carry out corrective actions [22]. Vibration elements are used in
rehabilitation to improve balance for patients with vestibular hypofunction. If a patient has disorders
of his vestibular apparatus, he receives several actuator signals in order to secure a stable vertical
position of the body, since actuators react to the disturbances of body balance and stimulate the patient
to change their body muscle tonus to keeps their posture [23]. In order to provide the best control of
the ankle joint for a patient with a below knee amputation, several vibration actuators are placed on
the surface of the residual limb to provide information about the angle and other parameters to be
altered in the foot joint, thereby improving its control [24].
No source has been found for actuator operating conditions. During operation, vibration actuators
may change the contact pressure that affects the vibration signal, and actuators may be exposed to
additional mechanical loads to test how durable their construction is.
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It is possible to partly resolve the problems of direct contact actuators by using vibration feedback
channel rehabilitation device elements.
Advantages: No need for a separate construction in order to secure an actuator’s contact with the
skin of a patient, it is possible to receive signals only when the device is in use, it is possible to touch
the vibrating surface only when necessary, and it is possible for a patient to adjust the contact pressure
himself/herself.
Potential problem: Rehabilitation devices have rather different constructions, construction
elements, and weights. It is necessary to provide an actuator’s fixation for each construction. That
might appear to be a separate task in order to match the actuator’s and rehabilitation equipment’s
constructions so that they can provide an adequate vibration signal (within the frequency range and
vibration amplitude). Taking into consideration that separate rehabilitation devices are quite heavy
(e.g., a wheelchair), it is necessary to use a vibration generator with a bigger capacity to provide an
adequate vibration signal, as well as to shape the device construction so that vibration waves can
spread into separate elements of the device (e.g., only the handle of the wheelchair). Rehabilitation
devices are produced from of materials with different vibration conductivities. That is why it is
necessary to provide the possibility to adjust vibration generator capacity, its fastening, and other
parameters individually.
A comparison of the weight of rehabilitation devices and their elements: In order to ensure
the vibration signal recognizable by a human, it is necessary to realize that the minimally perceived
vibration displacement range is 1 µm for mechanoreceptors (basically Pacinian bodies). Because of
the vibration actuator interaction with the rehabilitation devices, oscillations appear in the latter. The
range of induced oscillations depends on both actuator power and the rehabilitation device’s weight.
The higher the weight of the rehabilitation devices, the smaller the displacement range of oscillations.
Hence, rehabilitation devices with higher weights need the highest actuator capacities. The weights of
different devices are compared in the Table 2.
Table 2. Parameters of prosthetic and rehabilitation devices.
Nr.

Rehabilitation Device Goups

Weight (kg)

1.

Prostheses of Upper Extremities
Prostheses of Lower Extremities
Above knee prostheses
Below knee prostheses
Crutches
Rollators and walking in a frame
Wheelchairs without electric drive
Wheelchairs with electric drive

0.5–3 kg

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

3–7 kg
1–3 kg
0.5–1 kg
1.5–5 kg
8–25 kg
–100 kg

Requirements for indirect contact vibration actuators must be set, rehabilitation device elements,
and their potential location. It is necessary for the indirect contact actuator to provide a rehabilitation
device element which gets in contact with a patient’s skin by vibration with the necessary frequency
and amplitude, which can be comfortably perceived by a human body.
As such, an actuator has to provide:
•
•
•

A changing vibration frequency and amplitude.
The possibility to be located stably, be fixed in a firm way in rehabilitation devices (for example,
in a tube) or be fixed to various shapes and parts, and the promise to wait for a signal.
Depending on the mass of the rehabilitation devices, actuators of different capacity are needed.

1.6. Potential Applications
The use of an indirect contact actuator in rehabilitation devices looks like a promising
direction in the development of rehabilitation technologies, as it does not require the changing
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example [30]. As such, the preferable type of vibration actuators is that of voce-coil motors, which, in
fact, are loudspeakers without an intrinsic membrane (that has to be attached externally to produce
sound). This means that the application area of such devices is acoustics but not the generation of
vibrations. An analysis of the actuators, presented on the market, has shown that they cannot be easily
adopted to the generation of vibration or to the sensitivity range of a particular person. They are also
rather expensive and not very efficient devices. The last statement practically means that they are
heavy and bulky (not compact). In this research, authors suggest to improve the parameters of the
voce-coil motors with the help of 3D printing, making them suitable for use in the vibration-based
diagnostic systems of prosthetic implants and pseudo-bionic feedbacks.
Table 3. Cells sensitive to haptic stimulus.
Type
Eccentric motor
Linear motors
Electromagnets
Voice coil motors
Piezoelectric linear
Piezoelectric rotation

Independent Control of
Frequency

Magnitude

Only together
+
+
+
+
+

−
−
+
+
+

Other Remarks
Most available
On market or acoustics (high impedance)
High voltage required [28]
High voltage required [29]

2. Hypothesis, Methods and Technical Assumptions
2.1. Hypothesis
The input voltage of an electromagnetic actuator is distributed according to the following equation,
representing the Kirchhoff’s voltage law for the winding of the actuator
vIN (t) = vR (t) + vL (t) + e(t)

(1)

where vIN (t) is the input excitation voltage, applied to the actuator, vR (t) is voltage drop over equivalent
active resistance, vL (t) is dynamic voltage add-on due to inductive inertia, and e(t) is electromotive
force. The first component represents real energy losses in electrical parts of the actuator, the second is
the current damping element, and the third represents the energy spent in the mechanical part of the
actuator or the actual energy-producing vibrations.
For the most actuators (voice coil) presented on the market, the voltage distribution is closer to
an “acoustic” pattern—a significant frequency changes across equivalent resistance and inductance.
This research is based on the hypothesis that the use of 3D printing in conjunction with high quality
permanent magnets allows for the increase of the third component of this equation, thus achieving
better efficiency and smaller size. Moreover, with 3D printing technology, it is possible to develop an
actuator with individually composed frequency characteristics.
2.2. Construction of Electromagnetic Vibration Actuator
The structure of the proposed vibration actuator and details of its operation are explained in
Figure 3. The actuator consisted of two parts. The first part, stationary one, emphasized in Figure 3a as
dark grey shape, formed a compartment for two permanent magnets (colored): External toroidal and
internal cylindrical. The second part of the actuator, moving one, was a bobbin with coil, of which
top part also served as a membrane. Both parts were 3D printed on non-magnetic material. As such,
the electro-magnetic part of the actuator was presented by the coil and magnets, and the mechanical
part was presented by the spring and mass. At the positive current in the coil, Figure 3b, Lorentz
force attracted the bobbin closer to the stationary part of the actuator. When the current was negative,
Figure 3c, Lorentz force pushed the bobbin outside. Since the membrane was rather small, it did not
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produce pressure oscillations and may be regarded as a spring, Figure 3d. It was also assumed that the
8 of 19
with the force produced by the coil or spring (membrane).
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drop over
over equivalent
equivalent active
active resistance:
resistance:

𝑣 (𝑡)
×R
𝑖(𝑡).
(t)𝑅=
vR=
× i(t).
Self-induced back e.m.f. of a coil:
Self-induced back e.m.f. of a coil:

( )

(2)
(2)

.
𝑣 (𝑡) = 𝐿 ×
di(t)
vL (t) = L ×
.
dt
e.m.f. induced in a moving conductor:

(3)
(3)

e.m.f. induced in a moving conductor:
𝑒(𝑡) = 𝐵 × 𝑙 × 𝑣(𝑡)

(4)

where R is the equivalent resistance of the actuator,
L is its inductance, l is the length of winding, and
e(t) = B × l × v(t)
(4)
v(t) is the velocity of vertical movement of the winding/coil that was found as the derivative of its
verticalRdisplacement
x resistance of the actuator, L is its inductance, l is the length of winding, and
where
is the equivalent
( )
v(t) is the velocity of vertical movement𝑣(𝑡)
of the
that was found as the derivative of its
.
= winding/coil
(5)
vertical displacement x
(t) generated by permanent magnets, installed
It is assumed that B is the density of magneticdx
flux
v(t) =
.
(5)
in the actuator. In turn, the length of the winding l isdtproportional to the diameter of the coil D and
number
turns n that B is the density of magnetic flux generated by permanent magnets, installed
It isof
assumed
in the actuator. In turn, the length of the winding l is proportional to the diameter of the coil D and
(6)
𝑙 =𝑛×𝜋×𝐷
number of turns n
Applying Equations (2)–(6) in Equation
(1)n gives
l=
× π × the
D differential equation of the electrical part
(6)
of the actuator:
Applying Equations (2)–(6) in Equation (1) gives the differential equation of the electrical part of
( )
+ 𝐵 × 𝑙 × 𝑣(𝑡).
𝑣 (𝑡) = 𝑅 × 𝑖(𝑡) + 𝐿 ×
(7)
the actuator:
di(t)
vIN (t)the
= balance
R × i(t) +
×
+ B × l × v(t).
(7)
One more equation describes
ofLforces
dtapplied to the moving part of the actuator:

𝑓 (𝑡) = 𝑓 (𝑡) + 𝑓 (𝑡) + 𝑓 (𝑡)
where fL(t) is the Lorentz force for the conductor with current i(t), defined as

(8)
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One more equation describes the balance of forces applied to the moving part of the actuator:
fL (t) = fSP (t) + fM (t) + fD (t)

(8)

where fL (t) is the Lorentz force for the conductor with current i(t), defined as
fL (t) = B × l × i(t).

(9)

Below, fSP (t) is the reaction of the membrane (spring) proportional to its deformation, equal to the
vertical displacement x, and proportional to its stiffness coefficient:
fSP (t) = k × x(t).

(10)

In turn, fM (t) is the force spent to accelerate the coil, membrane, and extra weight of common
mass m:
d2 x(t)
fM (t) = m × (
+ g9.8 ),
(11)
dt2
but fD (t) is the damping component representing all mechanical (friction) losses expressed as:
fD (t) = DF ×

dx(t)
.
dt

(12)

Equations (8) and (9)–(12) produce the second, mechanical, differential equation of the of the
actuator:
d2 x(t)
dx(t)
B × l × i(t) = k × x(t) + m × (
+ g9.8 ) + DF ×
.
(13)
dt
dt2
Taking into account the sinusoidal input voltage vIN (t) of frequency f,
vIN (t) = VM × sin(2 × π × f × t),

(14)

which produces the following ODE (ordinary differential equation) system of the actuator

di(t)


 VM × sin(2 × π × f × t) = R × i(t) + L × dt + B × l × v(t)
.
2


 B × l × i(t) = m × ( d x(t) + g9.8 ) + DF × dx(t) + k × x(t)
dt
dt2

(15)

Considering the definition of velocity,
v(t) =

dx(t)
dt

(16)

allows for the rewriting of (15) in the form of Cauchy












di(t)
dt

B×l×v(t)

= − RL × i(t) −
+ VM × sin(2 × π × f × t)
L
dv(t)
B×l×i(t)
,
− DF × v(t) − mk × x(t) − g9.8
m
dt =
dx(t)
()
dt = v t

(17)

which simplifies numerical solution of (15).
2.4. Technical Assumptions
Producing the actuator with the help of 3D printing of mostly non-magnetic materials allowed for
the making of several assumptions:
(1)
(2)

The inductance of coil L calculated as coreless coil that significantly reduces its value;
defining the dimensions of the moving part allows for the use of thicker wires with lower R;
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the orientation of the actuator and gravitation g9.8 can be ignored if the stiffness of the membrane
is high enough to keep the mechanical operation on the linearity range;
the above stated considerations makes the electrical constant of the system much lower than
the mechanical one (as it take place in the case of electrical motors, etc.), which allows for the
simplification of (15) and (17) into a single 2nd order ODE:
FLm × sin(sin(2 × π × f × t + ϕ)
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dt
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where in the tentatively obtained Equation (18) describes a damped spring pendulum system
where in the tentatively obtained Equation (18) describes a damped spring pendulum system where
where the frequency of oscillations depends on the stiffness of the membrane (spring) k and
the frequency of oscillations depends on the stiffness of the membrane (spring) k and accelerated
accelerated mass m as
r
mass m as
1
k
f =
×
.
(19)
2×π
m
(19)
𝑓=
×
.
×

Therefore, the actuator must produce maximal output at this frequency. Additionally, the possibility
Therefore,
actuator
must produce
outputrealistic.
at this frequency.
of changing
its the
frequency
response
affectingmaximal
k and m looks
Below, theseAdditionally,
assumptionsthe
are
possibility
of
changing
its
frequency
response
affecting
k
and
m
looks
realistic.
Below,
these
analyzed and verified experimentally.
assumptions are analyzed and verified experimentally.
3. 3-D Printed of Vibration Actuators and their Initial Evaluation
3. 3-D Printed of Vibration Actuators and their Initial Evaluation
To test our hypothesis, two methods were used. In the first method, a computer model was used
To test our hypothesis, two methods were used. In the first method, a computer model was used
with the specified parameters of real actuators. The second method was the direct measurement of
with the specified parameters of real actuators. The second method was the direct measurement of
real actuators. Three different actuators were selected for the measurement: An industrial actuator
real actuators. Three different actuators were selected for the measurement: An industrial actuator as
as a control test, Figure 4a, an actuator with a wide membrane (large actuator), Figure 4c, and an
a control test, Figure 4a, an actuator with a wide membrane (large actuator), Figure 4c, and an
actuator with a small membrane (small actuator), Figure 4b. The test setup consisted of an actuator
actuator with a small membrane (small actuator), Figure 4b. The test setup consisted of an actuator
indirectly controlled from a computer. The measured vibration acceleration data were returned to the
indirectly controlled from a computer. The measured vibration acceleration data were returned to
computer. To coordinate, the computer and the actuator used a special system: An analog discovery
the computer. To coordinate, the computer and the actuator used a special system: An analog
kit (ADK) [31]. The installation of such allowed for the analysis of the amplitude frequency response.
discovery kit (ADK) [31]. The installation of such allowed for the analysis of the amplitude frequency
However, the ADK was not capable of generating a high power signal. To solve this problem, a
response. However, the ADK was not capable of generating a high power signal. To solve this
standard D-type amplifier was installed at the output of the ADK generator. The vibroacceleration
problem, a standard D-type amplifier was installed at the output of the ADK generator. The
signal was measured using an analog accelerometer adxl335 [32]; adxl335 was connected directly to
vibroacceleration signal was measured using an analog accelerometer adxl335 [32]; adxl335 was
the input of the oscilloscope of the ADK. To control the ADK and the subsequent signal processing, the
connected directly to the input of the oscilloscope of the ADK. To control the ADK and the subsequent
special software Waveforms was used [33].
signal processing, the special software Waveforms was used [33].

Figure
Figure4.4.Design
Designofofvibration
vibrationactuator:
actuator:Industrial
Industrial(a),
(a),small
small(b),
(b),and
andlarge
large(c).
(c).

For each
each actuator,
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vibration acceleration
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mass and
and with
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For
additionalweights
weights55(g)
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and10
10(g)
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Themeasurements
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additional
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andthe
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absolute
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valueof
ofthe
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vibrationacceleration
acceleration was
was calculated
calculated using:
using:
value

𝑎=

q
(20)
𝑥 + 𝑦 + 2𝑧
a = x + y2 + z2
(20)
where x, y, and z are measured and averaged signals of each accelerometer axis. Then acceleration
value was integrated to get vibration velocity. The electrical and mechanical parameters of the
vibration actuator, to simulate in the Matlab environment was measured, and shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Parameters of vibroactuators.

Small Actuator

Large Actuator

Industrial Actuator
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where x, y, and z are measured and averaged signals of each accelerometer axis. Then acceleration
value was integrated to get vibration velocity. The electrical and mechanical parameters of the vibration
actuator, to simulate in the Matlab environment was measured, and shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Parameters of vibroactuators.
Small Actuator
Membrane mass (kg)
Foot mass (kg)
Base mass (kg)
Accelerometer mass (kg)
Electronics
2019, 8, xstiffness
FOR PEER
REVIEW
Membrane
(N/m)
Resistance (Ω)
Inductance
(µH)(µ H)
Inductance
Induction (T)
Induction (T)
Damping ratio (N/m2 )
2
Damping
ratio
Length of wire
(m)(N/m )

Length of wire (m)

0.00203
0.00063
0.01941
0.00400
3184
4.32
157.20
157.20
0.23
0.23
1.54
41.54

4

Large Actuator
0.00306
0.00063
0.02920
0.00400
1639
4.50
166.80
166.80
0.20
0.20
1.20
1.204

4

Industrial Actuator
0.00793
0.00656
0.22700
0.00400
21345
3.57
675.00
675.00
0.65
0.65
1.74
1.74 4
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Figure 5. Comparison of measured displacement values for different actuators.

Figure 5. Comparison of measured displacement values for different actuators.
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Figure 7. Mass influence on industrial actuator measured data.
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Figure 8. Mass influence on industrial actuator simulation data.
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Figure 11. Influence on small actuator measured data.
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Figure 13. Comparison of experimentally measured characteristics (frequency response) of the
Figure 13. Comparison of experimentally measured characteristics (frequency response) of the
commercially available and proposed actuators absolute values.
commercially available and proposed actuators absolute values.

Quite rare alternative actuators of other types (voice coil motor-derived—orange curve) provide
Quite rare alternative actuators of other types (voice coil motor-derived—orange curve) provide
maximal mechanical output at the frequency which corresponds to the mechanical resonance of this
maximal mechanical output at the frequency which corresponds to the mechanical resonance of this
particular actuator, according to the Equations (18) and (19). This leads to the same consequences—in
particular actuator, according to the Equations (18) and (19). This leads to the same consequences—
the case of particular configuration of prosthesis, they under-generate or over-generate vibrations.
in the case of particular configuration of prosthesis, they under-generate or over-generate vibrations.
The frequency response of the “small” 3D printed actuator developed within the project is
The frequency response of the “small” 3D printed actuator developed within the project is
presented as a violet curve. As it can be seen in this figure, it had a maximum output at the resonant
presented as a violet curve. As it can be seen in this figure, it had a maximum output at the resonant
frequency. As such, at a glance, it looks that the contribution of 3D printing technology is only
frequency. As such, at a glance, it looks that the contribution of 3D printing technology is only
quantitative—it allows for the perfect matching of particular requirements and actual performance of a
quantitative—it allows for the perfect matching of particular requirements and actual performance
produced actuator. However, in the last case, the maximum pints were not occasional—the actuators
of a produced actuator. However, in the last case, the maximum pints were not occasional—the
actuators were dedicated for the operation at the pre-selected frequency and intensity. Moreover, the
same 3D printing technology allows for the making of an actuator with an adjustable stiffness of its
membrane and attached mass, thus achieving variable resonant points and the real-time modification
of the frequency response.
The logical conclusion that follows from the above-mentioned considerations is that necessary
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were dedicated for the operation at the pre-selected frequency and intensity. Moreover, the same 3D
printing technology allows for the making of an actuator with an adjustable stiffness of its membrane
and attached mass, thus achieving variable resonant points and the real-time modification of the
frequency response.
The logical conclusion that follows from the above-mentioned considerations is that necessary
designs must include an electrically/electronically reconfigurable membrane.
4.2. Combining of Developed 3D Printed Vibration Actuators in a Single S/W Configurable Design
Equation (19) shows that the resonant frequency of the 3D printed actuator depends on the
equivalent stiffness of the actuator—which includes the actual stiffness of the membrane and the
stiffness of the object—where the actuator is attached. It is difficult to predict this last factor. For this
reason, there exists a significant difference between the simulated/calculated value of the resonant
frequency and the experimentally measured one. Another factor influencing the resonant frequency is
the equivalent mass of the attached actuator movement part. It is even more difficult to predict this
parameter, and this uncertainty also leads to a difference between the calculated and experimentally
measured values of the resonant frequency. In the given analysis, however, it is important that both
these factors affect resonant frequency. Since equivalent mass is less predictable but stiffness is easier to
modify, it seems more suitable for use in a prospective vibration generator with a real-time adjustable
frequency
response.
TheREVIEW
outlines of the design of the prospective adjustable vibration generator,
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following the corresponding actuators of fixed stiffness from Figure 4b,c, are presented in Figure 14.
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configuration that produced the maximal mechanical output at the considered frequency. It can be
seen that the resulting curve provides the maximal mechanical output for a range of frequencies—
not for a frequency point. Therefore, the actuator was capable of providing the required vibrations at
various different configurations of the prosthetic devices (the necessity of operation in different
mechanical environments was explained previously in Section 1.5). To verify the simulation results
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configuration that produced the maximal mechanical output at the considered frequency. It can be seen
that the resulting curve provides the maximal mechanical output for a range of frequencies—not for a
frequency point. Therefore, the actuator was capable of providing the required vibrations at various
different configurations of the prosthetic devices (the necessity of operation in different mechanical
environments was explained previously in Section 1.5). To verify the simulation results of the adjustable
actuator, a real actuator was printed with a 3D printer. The measured results are presented in Figure 16.
For output quality signal verification, the total harmonic distortion ratio was measured in different
Electronics 2019, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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Figure 15. Results of simulation of adjustable vibration generator.
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Figure 16. Results of measurement of adjustable vibration generator.
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Figure 16. Results of measurement of adjustable vibration generator.
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distortion).
Figure

5. Discussion and Conclusions
The simulation data, experimental data, and data about 3D manufacturing process obtained
within the research, confirm the above hypothesis. It is possible to make several conclusions based on
this data:
(1)

(2)

The simulation with the obtained mathematical model and experiments showed that the point of
maximal power output depended on the stiffness coefficient of the membrane of the proposed
vibration actuator, as well as on the mass attached to the membrane; the influence of these
parameters corresponds to Equation (19) if taking into account measurement declinations;
the provided data about consumed materials and energy, permanent magnets, auxiliary
components (required for fastening, connecting, etc.), and invested labor manufacturing confirm
that the design of the actuator can be easily modified for a particular frequency at which the
power output is maximal; that maximal contribution to the cost of the actuator can be made by
permanent magnets;
Future works can concentrate on:

(1)
(2)

(3)

The real-time programmable modification of stiffness/mass—assuming the change of these
parameters with the help of dedicated electronic equipment.
The further is reduction of the cost of actuators; since the most significant contribution to cost is
made by magnets, the primary goal of such a reduction of the elaboration of other excitation in
schemes, e.g., an electrodynamic scheme in which the excitation magnetic field is produced by
an electromagnet.
It is necessary to agree on the mass of the base of the actuator and the membrane parameter to
get rid of extra resonances.
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